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Overview

T

he ICPAR Economic and Professional Skills Training
Symposium (EPSTS) is one of the Institute’s flagships
events which attracts more than 200 delegates from different sectors within Rwanda and beyond, to discuss, share
thoughts on issues pertaining to the economic landscape,
personal development; soft skills, technology among many
others; whilst enjoying other available networking opportunities and recreational activities usually on offer. The Symposium theme is “Recovery towards resilience and inclusive sustainability”.
Rwanda aspires to become a middle-income country status
by 2035 and high-income country status by 2050. This will
be achieved through a series of seven-year National Strategies for Transformation (NST1), underpinned by sectoral
strategies focused on achieving the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Despite having a first economic contraction in the last 29
years of 3.4% in 2020, Rwanda registered a record economic rebound with an economic growth of 10.2% in 2021. This
growth was driven by a sustained fiscal stimulus and an accelerated vaccination rollout. Rwanda has emerged as one

of the best countries to manage the Covid-19 pandemic in
the world with effective and robust measures that saw the
economy progressively opening. The economic recovery
is still facing some challenges resulting from the impact of
Covid-19 such as raising public debt, decrease in foreign
direct investments, social protection etc., of which some
of them will be among the focus topics during the Symposium.
Similarly, the uncertain and dynamic world of business,
constantly requires the upgrade of soft skills; improvement
of processes and working together effectively as a team
that are becoming more needful in an ever-changing and
diverse working environments whilst strengthening individual professional skills.
It is from this context, that the institute has organized the 3rd
EPSTS which will be hosted as a hybrid – both virtually and
physically at the Lake kivu serena hotel, Rubavu, from 04 –
06 May 2022.
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Goals and objectives

The Symposium participants will discuss and deliberate on
economic reforms and achievements realised so far and
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Your investment and
payment

PARTICIPATION FEES
Participants shall pay Frw 550,000 for members and Frw
600,000 for non-members (VAT inclusive) per person and
shall be expected to confirm their attendance through the
link: https://bit.ly/34Xus9y and attach a proof of payment,
or a purchase order. A webinar link to be shared to those
participants who shall have registered to attend virtually.

ACCOMPANYING PARTICIPANT RATES
Accompanying participant shall pay a half the price of
the main participant fee. That is Frw 275,000 and Frw

300,000 for members and non-members respectively as
Symposium attendance fees.

VIRTUAL PARTICIPANTS RATES
The cost for virtual participants is 250,000 for members
and 275,000 for non-members (VAT inclusive).

FULL PACKAGE RATES
Should any participant wish to pay for full board i.e., accommodation, transport and dinners, the amounts are Frw
950,000 and Frw 1,000,000 for members and non-members respectively, on a first come first serve basis.
To effect your payment please dial *182*8*1*009201#
Yes and follow subsequent instructions for those who wish
to pay via Mobile Money or directly pay through ICPAR
bank account No: 00040-00335616-29 in Bank of Kigali.
Save a 5 % early bird discount by paying by or before 31
March 2022.
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deliberate on the challenges that Rwanda still faces and the
way forward to ensure a resilient and sustainable economic
growth post Covid-19 pandemic. The Symposium equally
aims to equip participants with professional skills that are
mostly needed in such unprecedented times for successful professional networking, and for managing individual
career growth such as creative thinking; emotional intelligence; career planning, work ethics; adaptability; interpersonal skills; communication among many others.

CPD hours and
Certificates

Participants who attend all sessions shall be awarded with
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twenty-one (21) Continuous Professional Development
(CPD) hours as per IFAC requirements. Certificates of attendance will also be availed with their relevant credits of
learning.
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Targeted audience

The Symposium invites all ICPAR members; Economists;
Change champions; Board members; Chief Executive Officers (CEOs); Chief Finance Officers (CFOs); Board Members; Auditors; students; Accountants; Financial Analysts;
Leaders; Academicians; researchers, Development Partners, staff and managers from both public and private sector.

Proposed
discussion topics

The 3rd Economic Symposium will focus on the following
proposed topics, which should either be modified, added,
or otherwise:
National debt vs GDP Growth - what you need to
know;
Role of accountants in attracting and boosting
investments;
AfCFTA implementation – Where we are and outlook
Future of Work and Professional Education in the
Digital Age;
Sustainability reporting;
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Date and Venue

The Symposium shall be hosted as a hybrid from the 04th
– 06th May 2022 starting from 8h:30 am to 17h:00, daily
for the 3 days.
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Fighting the climate change: Role of accountants;
How to build an inclusive digital future;
Corporate Governance: Governing climate risks and
opportunities effectively;
Women Empowerment in the professional field;
Change Management: adaptability and versatility;

Dynamics of overcoming procrastination: practical
ways of boosting motivation; beat perfectionism and
time management;
Emotional intelligence in the workplace: embracing
emotional intelligence for a strengthened rational
behavior and satisfaction.
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Booking

Delegates will be expected to register for the Symposium
online; using the ICPAR link: https://bit.ly/34Xus9y. Delegates will also be encouraged to take advantage of early bird rates which will be envisaged to end by 31 March
2022; while the Standard booking will close on 29th April
2022.
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Accommodation

Delegates will be expected to book themselves directly in
the same venue as the Symposium or nearby the venue as
per their choice. However, should a participant pay a full
package rate then the institute shall be bound to take care
of the accommodation and transport.
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Sponsorship

The Symposium presents a unique opportunity for organizations to show-case their line of business to key target
stakeholders, create awareness of their brand positioning
whilst enjoying an optimal visibility before an audience of
over 150 delegates attending physically and the envisaged
over 100 participants that will have attended virtually. May
you wish to sponsor the event or partner with us in any
form, please reach us on: pds@icparwanda.com or call us
on: 0788 997 749 / 0788 365 909.
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Fourth Industrial Revolution – digital transformation in
education;
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